Project Groups:

**Group 1: Sports Stadium**
James Robinson
Brett Paige
Tom Jantscher
Sun, Cheng (Jeffery)  suncheng_2008@sina.com
Wang, Yuan (Jana)  ljdwangyuan@yeah.net

**Group 2: Three Gorges Dam**
When completed, the Three Gorges Dam on the Yangtze River will be the largest..
Alex Buchanan
Rudy Koester
Ali Elahi
Wang, Xuhao (Michael)  wangxuhao0313@yahoo.com.cn
Duan, Huishan (Jane)  duanuishan@163.com

**Group 3: Pisa Tower Restoration**
The leaning Tower of Pisa, closed for repairs for more than 10 years, costs $25...
Kate Horlocker
Steven Cullen
Michal Bartusiewicz
Dong-Hyun Chung
Tong, Bin (Tracy)  tracemyhoney@sina.com
Ning, Na (Anna)  nn-angel@163.com

**Group 4: Venice Tide Barrier** (The Modulo Sperimentale Elettromeccanico project): The project designed to protect
Dan O’Neil
David Bennett
Issac Birocci
Yu, Ben (Sam)  ferrutt112@163.com
Liu, Zhangcheng (Bob)  yamazacy001@126.com

**Group 5: Bridges - environmental aspects, repair, etc.**
Mike Anderson
Lum Wai
Donny Cerwick
Liu, Xin (William)  william lx2005@yahoo.com.cn
Sun, Dali (Richard)  sundali@smail.lzjtu.cn

**Group 6: South Valley Development** (Toshka & East Oweinat): South Valley Development Project is one of the...
Sarah Ellis
Eva Lint
Lee Yuen Chang
Fan, Yuanyuan (Candice)  fanyuanyuan7361@yeah.net
Dai, Hongbo (Chris)  coolchris05@yahoo.com.cn

**Group 7: Alternative Energies**
Erin Jones
Lucas Johnson
Joe Franiak
Jacob Lindsey
Zhao, Bin (Peter)  snake33333@sohu.com
Wang, Yadong (Raymond)  wyd1986wyd@sohu.com

**Group 8: China River Diversion** The river diversion mega-project is the largest ever planned.
Sonja Spray
Peter Hollerman
Eric Cook
Wang, Teng (Alex)  tengyilang@sina.com

**Group 9: T-REX Light Rail Project** I-25 freeway reconstruction and light-rail extension project undertaken in....
Cliff Cessna
Mina Samaan
Khyle Clute
Fei, Tao (Thomas)  feitapost007@yahoo.com.cn